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3 – Have Faith in Your Tribe 
 

Your tribe or segment of mass consciousness is composed of those who are of your race, 

ethnic group, religion, gender, profession and country. Having a similar background and 

mindset, your tribal members are on the same wavelength as you. You are their spiritual leader, 

a wayshower who is blazing a unique pathway up the mountain to I Am consciousness, which 

they can follow. Jesus said, I when I be lifted up, lift all others (my tribe) unto me. By our faith, 

we primarily lift up our tribe, which is but one of many segments in the whole tribe of humanity. 
 

Perhaps you are a citizen of the United States, a Caucasian, with a Catholic upbringing, a 

female, a business manager, and married with three children. Your tribe of comparable, 

likeminded souls may contain 50,000 or so members. Other tribes, who are comprised of those 

with different mixtures of major characteristics, may have only a few hundred or as many as a 

few million constituents. The size of the tribal membership is not important.  
 

Worldwide, 12 major power centers-countries-regions-tribes primarily portray one of the 12 

powers. In each such power center around the globe, a minimum of 12,000 light workers must 

use their 12 powers to love, awaken and heal all of that region’s inhabitants. A minimum of 

12,000 pathways must be generated, so that all 12,000 tribal segments (totaling many millions 

of souls) in that country or area have a lighted, well-demarcated way to follow. Globally, 144,000 

elect or chosen ones (so designated because they have chosen to serve Spirit only) must blaze 

144,000 pathways to awaken and heal the more than 6 billion souls on Earth.  
 

VISUALIZATION: Surround yourself in a cocoon of Christ light. Leave an opening in this 

protective shield at your cerebrum, where a cosmic pipe travels up to the Godhead. Picture a 

royal blue river of liquid-light flowing from the throne of God down into your cerebrum. Infused 

with faith, ask the One Power to show you a member of your tribe (someone who lives in your 

country and has a similar background and mindset) who needs healing.  
 

Picture this person lying on his/her back on a massage table, as you stand at his/her head. Ask 

our Father-Mother Parent what healing input this soul needs. Your answer may come as an 

image, an inner knowing, or a flow of Christ energy. Perhaps you are prompted to instruct this 

soul to have faith in God. Maybe you simply perceive that this individual is a holy child of God. 
 

You may be inspired to place your hands near or on this person’s head. (It matters not if you are 

visualizing this without someone being physically present, or if a person actually is lying before 

you.) Royal blue liquid-light pours from your cranium, down your spine, and out your extended 

arms and hands into this soul’s cerebrum. This implants the unique I Am formulation of faith that 

Spirit has provided. You need not know the particulars, but only must have faith that it is so. In 

time, the blue energy congeals into a blue gem or rock of faith that heals the whole cerebrum. 

 

Give thanks to Spirit for this faith fortification, since our Father-Mother Creator does all healing 

through us. In later meditations, plant similar seeds of faith in the cerebrums of other members 

of your tribe. Perceive the spiritual awakening and healing of your whole tribe. So shall it be. 

 


